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Housekeeping

• Participant microphones will be muted throughout the presentation.

• Participants can submit questions throughout the presentation by using 
the GotoWebinar control panel.

• Presenters will address submitted questions during the Q&A session.
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Agenda

1. Introduction to REV Connect and the Innovation Sprints

2. Sprint Kickoff: Innovative EE

3. Utility Interests for the Sprint

4. Submit Your Idea!
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Introduction to REV Connect 
and the Innovation Sprints
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Webinar hosted by REV Connect

• Brings companies and New York’s electric utilities together to 
accelerate innovation, adopt new business models and 
technologies, and advance New York State’s Reforming the 
Energy Vision (REV) goals. 

• Helps companies that offer distributed energy and smart grid 
solutions connect with utilities to develop high quality REV 
demonstrations and other innovative projects. 

• Shares good practices and convenes market participants to 
enhance the culture of innovation and collaboration in the 
energy sector. 

Value to 
Customer

Value to 
Utility

Value to 
Market 
Partner
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REV Connect Process

REV Connect helps qualified submitters hone their idea, present it to the utilities, 
and provide them with specific feedback. 
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Innovation Sprint Overview

To drive outcomes, we started in 2018 “Innovation Sprints” – time-bound calls for 
submissions targeted at specific opportunities with NY investor-owned utilities. 
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Innovation Sprint Topics

Subscribe to the 
REV Connect 

mailing list for 
updates on 

priority utility 
needs, including 

current 
opportunity for 
Leveraging the 

AMI Network for 
Smart City 

Projects

Clean Heating and Cooling

We have completed two sprints to-date, with two more planned by the end of September.

Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep

Electrifying Transportation

Innovative Energy Efficiency

Energy Storage

REV Connect still supports submissions of innovative ideas across various topics on a rolling basis, regardless of their connection to an active 
Innovation Sprint.

https://nyrevconnect.com/subscribe/
https://nyrevconnect.com/ami-communications-con-edison-orange-rocklands/
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Focus on Value, Business Models, and Partnership

Market players should submit win-win-win ideas optimizing value to all.

• REV Connect seeks innovative business models delivered in partnership with utilities that help advance REV 
goals and share the value among customers, third parties, and utilities. Value can be created by: 

• Addressing an unmet need

• Offering a superior solution

• Lowering existing costs

• Enabling utilities and market solution providers to offer increased value to customers

• Review criteria and tips for communicating and co-developing your idea before submitting.
• Viability of Business Model  Create and deliver quantified value to target customers and partner utilities 

• Utility Partnership Structure  Share risk and reward with utility beyond conventional sales relationship

• Submitter Capability  Leverage relevant experience and knowledge of target customers from complete delivery team

• Advancement of REV  Advance REV Objectives, DSP capabilities, and New York State goals

• Uniqueness of Innovation  Offer innovative business model, not just technology, differentiated from conventional models

Quantifying value is key! – You may use our value tool or one of your own

https://nyrevconnect.com/idea-criteria/
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Communicating Value Propositions

For ____________________(target customer/segment)

that need _________________(the problem we solve for customers),

our ____________________(proposed solution)

provides ____________________(quantified net benefit for customers)

unlike _______________________(the current market alternative).

We do this by ____________________(how you will engage customers)

as we have done elsewhere, including ________________(prior experience). 

For ____________________(target utility)

that need _________________(the problem we solve for the utility),

our ____________________(proposed solution)

provides ____________________(quantified net benefit for utility)

unlike _______________________(the current market alternative)

as demonstrated ___________________ (prior experience).

We will do this though ____________________(business model type)

which will utilize __________________ (REV financial mechanism).

We are willing to contribute __________________ (capital, IP, or other contribution)

In exchange for ____________________ (what you seek from utility).

Value Proposition to End-Use Customer Value Proposition to Utility

Adapted from Crossing the Chasm by Geoffrey A. Moore 

Market players should clearly communicate value to target customers and utilities.

https://www.amazon.com/Crossing-Chasm-3rd-Disruptive-Mainstream/dp/0062292986/ref=pd_lpo_sbs_14_img_0?_encoding=UTF8&psc=1&refRID=9CDZK4TGRJ51J8MGSD79
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High-Quality Submissions

Business Model and Value Proposition Partnership Structure
High-quality ideas: 

• Demonstrate and quantify compelling value propositions to utility 
customers that adopt your solution, all other ratepayers, the utility, 
you, and any other key stakeholders 

• Identify all aspects of the business model, including participating 
parties, key stakeholders, and value exchanges

• Define market opportunity and an identified customer need in New 
York

• Define the target market and quantify the estimated market size, 
scalability, and potential market penetration at scale

• Capture REV financial mechanisms, e.g., earning adjustment 
mechanism (EAM), platform service revenue (PSR), cost 
savings/deferral, shifting cost from ratepayers to market-based 
approaches, and/or or shared savings

• Align with the utility’s technical capabilities, roadmap, or 
implementation timelines 

• Demonstrate proven track record at comparable scale, including 
with different partners or in different geographies or industries 

High-quality ideas:

• Move beyond conventional vendor-to-utility sales 

• Include shared risks and rewards, including contributions of capital, 
IP, or material-in-kind from you

• Articulate what contribution or information will be required of the 
utility partner and what value they provide to you

• Articulate proposed scope of the initial partnership as well as 
additional growth opportunity

• Describe the roles and responsibilities of the submitter (you) and 
the utility

• Include participation from customers, including residential, 
commercial, institutional, or industrial customers (especially for 
proposed demonstration projects)

Our criteria guide outlines what makes an attractive idea.

https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Criteria-Assessment-Guide.pdf
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Improve Your Submission with REV Connect Portal

https://nyrevconnect.com/

New York State utility profiles

Innovative Energy Efficiency Innovation Opportunity page 
and associated links within it

REV Connect criteria guide, outlining the requirements for an 
attractive idea

Qualify Consultation guide, outlining questions you should be 
prepared to answer

REV Briefings, particularly Track Two order, value of DER, 
and principles of REV demo projects summaries

Submitter primers, including “Utility Business Model” and 
“Communicating and Co-Developing Ideas with a Utility”

REV Connect Value Tool

Resources on the REV Connect portal can help you improve your submission.

https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/energy-efficiency/
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Criteria-Assessment-Guide.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Qualify-Consultation-Guide.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/track-two-rev-financial-mechanisms/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/value-der-pricing-distributed-resources/
https://nyrevconnect.com/rev-briefings/principles-rev-demonstrations/
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/REV-Connect_Utility-Business-Model-Primer.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/REV-Connect_Primer_Communicating-and-Co-Developing-Your-Ideas.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/value-tool/
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Sprint Kickoff: 
Innovative EE
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Topic Overview

The Innovative EE Sprint is calling for submissions for innovative business 
models that can help New York meet its ambitious energy efficiency goals.

Importance to NY Utilities and New Yorkers
• Avoid carbon emissions and reduce consumer energy costs

• Provide customers with additional value: comfort, productivity, energy management tools

• Manage loads on the grid to minimize the need for infrastructure investment

• Take advantage of new markets and opportunities for revenue diversification

Participant Benefits
• Invitation-only workshop with NY utilities

• Refinement of ideas for future RFPs in New York and elsewhere
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Sprint Schedule

The Innovative EE Sprint will take place over a two-month period, with 
submissions due by July 11. 

Webinar on

June 12
Submissions 

are due 

July 11
(optional “early 

action” submission 
deadline: June 25)

Consultations held 

June/July
Workshop held in 

NYC on 

August 7

Partnership 
opportunities (direct 

or competitive)
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New Efficiency: New York 

Energy efficiency is a cornerstone of New York State’s national leadership 
on clean energy and combatting climate change. 

• Advancing a comprehensive energy efficiency initiative

• A milestone 2025 statewide energy efficiency target: 
185 TBtu end-use savings 
in buildings and industrial sector
below 2025 forecast 

• Equivalent to fueling and powering more than 
1.8 million New York homes by 2025

• Read the New Efficiency: New York white paper at 
nyserda.ny.gov/New-Efficiency
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Build on New York’s Foundation for Energy Efficiency

• Engage for greatest impact
o Utilities’ energy efficiency portfolios and system expertise
o NYSERDA’s Clean Energy Fund (CEF)
o Leading-by-example via State buildings and the New York Power Authority (NYPA)

• Pull in additional innovation and investment from the market

• Reduce costs of energy efficiency retrofits to enable market adoption

• Unlock value, specifically value to the energy system

• Deploy technology and data

• Support deeper energy savings and solutions for low-to-moderate income New 
Yorkers 

Moving toward more market-based approaches under REV:
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Elements That Would Make a Submission Attractive

Sprint submissions should focus on market-based approaches designed to reduce the 
cost of EE, animate third-party business models, and increase private sector investment.

Examples of market-based business model and partnership approaches

Shared Savings Models that 
Leverage Third-Party Capital

Pay-for-Performance Leveraging Utility Data for System 
Value and Customer Acquisition

A contract structure in which savings 
achieved by energy efficiency projects both 
on the customer-side (bill savings) and the 
utility-side (non-wires or similar solutions) 
can be shared on the basis of the initial 

investment outlay.

A contract structure between a utility and a 
service provider in which the timing and level of 
payments are determined by the actual delivery 
of energy savings – and which is coupled with a 
compelling value proposition to the customer. 

A mechanism that enables service providers 
access to data to target customers and model 
project financials (with consumer protections), 
thus reducing the cost of customer acquisition 

and total project cost. Data also enables 
projects that are responsive to system needs.
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New York Utility Focus Areas
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Participating New York Utilities
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Emerging 
Technologies
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Central Hudson

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/central-hudson/

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Identify innovative ways to achieve natural gas savings.

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Meet or exceed energy efficiency savings targets.

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Our natural gas targets have increased by 38% over 2017’s program goals.
• Our behavioral program is currently the main contributor to achieving our savings targets. 
• We are looking to increase the effectiveness of our current programs, and to identify new programs that can help us 

achieve deeper, longer-lasting savings.
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Con Edison

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Identify scalable solutions to improve the efficiency of building envelopes in the Company’s service territory.
• Target customers may include single-family residential, multifamily residential, and/or commercial customers. 

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Will consider a variety of building envelope program designs, including those that are comprehensive as well as those 

focused on specific technologies. Solutions must address one or more components of the building envelope.
• Inclusion of third-party capital and/or shared savings approaches.

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Seeking innovative solutions and business models to achieve electric and gas energy savings that contribute to the 

achievement of the Company’s increasing efficiency goals and to support New York State’s new energy efficiency target 
of 185 trillion Btus of site energy savings below the 2025 energy consumption forecast.

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/consolidated-edison/

Opportunity description available later this week at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/
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National Grid

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Share information about the opportunities in the NMPC energy efficiency portfolio.
• Identify potential partners to launch new program delivery models.

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Delivery of customer value beyond incremental energy savings and without traditional customer incentives.
• Platform Service Revenue opportunities for utility to generate revenues on additional services.
• Opportunities to integrate other distributed energy resources (DERs) with energy efficiency.

UTILITY CONTEXT
• New Earnings Adjustment Mechanisms to incentivize energy intensity, peak reduction, DER adoption, CO2 reduction.
• Regulatory motivations to reduce customer bills, especially for low/moderate income customers.
• Largely suburban and rural territory, with concentrations of low/moderate income, industrial, and agricultural customers.

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/national-grid/
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New York Power Authority

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Fact-finding to better serve NYPA and all public sector customers. 
• NYPA may develop programs, services or issue RFP/RFQ solicitations to ensure public sector customers have access to 

market solutions investor-owned utilities are interested in.

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Public sector, predominately commercial.
• Energy efficiency and distributed generation technology.

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Potential NYPA customers include all public sector customers across New York State.
• NYPA delivers power to government customers downstate and economic development customers throughout NY State.
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NYSEG and RG&E

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Develop, demonstrate, and deploy viable solutions that leverage intersecting interests and opportunities of  Smart Grid 

innovation, Energy Efficiency, and DERs in cost-effective ways that enable value-added and measurable data-driven 
results from services built upon robust information exchange.

• Business model/partnership offerings that build/enable/use information exchange with, “behind the utility meter” energy-
consuming systems within facilities:
o including offerings other than LED lighting/controls energy savings which utilize shared risk/reward (reduce 

customer risk, increase their reward via higher ROI), 
o facilitate/include private capital financial arrangements, and
o leverage additional energy and non-energy (asset tracking, mapping movement of people/things, resource 

utilization/scheduling, etc.) value propositions for customers bundled with energy efficiency (EE) to expand 
customer benefits obtained to improve ROI and encourage scalable and widespread market adoption.

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/nyseg-and-rge
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NYSEG and RG&E

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/nyseg-and-rge

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Build/enable/use innovative information exchange with “behind the utility meter” systems within customer buildings to 

enable continuous commissioning of such systems, verification of peak demand/energy usage, and leveraging these 
systems as market-responsive DERs.

• Evolve and enhance customer benefits and cost-effectiveness of LED lighting & advanced control systems in EE portfolio 
savings results, and find EE savings solutions where lighting-only savings is far less common and dominant in programs, 
by incorporating other elements built upon, and/or compatibly interacting with, the ubiquitous platform of lighting loads in 
facilities that can be modified/replaced and controlled. Solutions that deliver EE savings from/ information exchange with, 
non-lighting end-use systems such as plug loads, HVAC, DHW, and industrial processes are desirable.

• Viable offerings such as “Pay for Performance” and “Efficiency as a Service” models that share risk/reward and leverage 
private capital (reduce customer risk, increase their reward via higher ROI).
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Submit Your Idea!
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Meet the people on 
the REV Connect 
facilitation team

Get started today!

Take action and submit your idea by July 11.
• What happens next? If your submission meets the facilitation criteria, you will be eligible to have a 

qualification consultation with a member of the REV Connect team. You will receive initial feedback and we 
will summarize your idea to the New York State investor-owned utilities and New York State energy-related 
agencies and authorities.*

• Can I make more than one submission? Yes! There is no limit on the number of submissions a single 
company or individual can make. Each idea or business model concept should be submitted separately.

• Is it possible to work with REV Connect to modify an application after its submission? 
Yes, our REV Connect team will work with you to refine your idea after it has been submitted.

• What happens if I don’t meet criteria for facilitation or no utility is interested? For any idea 
submitted to REV Connect, regardless of how far it proceeds in our process, we will provide feedback on 
how the idea can be improved.

• What if my idea is not related to this Sprint topic or I miss the deadline? REV Connect accepts 
submissions related to any Innovation Opportunities on a rolling basis. You may submit early before a 
future Sprint and be eligible for that Sprint. If you miss the deadline for a Sprint, you may still submit and 
get many of the benefits of REV Connect participation, but you will miss out on Sprint-specific opportunities.

Visit the REV 
Connect portal to 
review materials
Subscribe for 
updates from REV 
Connect 
Contact us with any 
questions and read 
up on our FAQs

• This includes the Public Service Commission/Department of Public Service, NYSERDA, the Office of the Governor, 
the New York Power Authority, Long Island Power Authority (LIPA), and PSEG – Long Island as a contractor to LIPA.

https://nyrevconnect.com/

https://nyrevconnect.com/submit/
https://nyrevconnect.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Criteria-Assessment-Guide_06-11-18-1.pdf
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/
https://nyrevconnect.com/
https://nyrevconnect.com/subscribe/
https://nyrevconnect.com/contact/
https://nyrevconnect.com/about-rev-connect/frequently-asked-questions/
https://nyrevconnect.com/
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Q&A
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Thank you!
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